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Emma Baird, age 13 

‘The Crystal Run’ is a thrilling 
adventure story which tells the tale 
of Joe’s dangerous adventures in 
the magical land of Carcassia and 
his mission to try and get home.  

Schoolboy Joe finds him magically 
transported to the foreign land of 
Carcassia while trying to escape some 
bullies. He is instantly recognised as a 
foreigner and is locked away but he does 
not have the knowledge to be a threat so 
he starts training to be a runner. While he 
is there he meets another runner called 
Kaia and it her mission is to protect the 
shield which keeps the Carcassians safe 
from their enemy, the Kanabians. 

Even though Joe is not a threat they do not want him there so they send him 
with Kaia on her run and this is when he finds out that it is a runner’s destiny to 
die. Joe does not want this fate and when he develops a bond with Kaia he 
realises that somehow he needs to find a way to save them both. 

This book is very exciting as it is full of dangerous adventures where every 
possible thing seems to go wrong and this makes you want to keep reading to 
find out how everything resolves. This is my new favourite book and I would 
definitely recommend it. 

 



 

Anastasia Abdian, age 11 

‘The Crystal Run’ is an amazing book, the minute I finished I 
thought: Where's the next one? This book is delightful to read and 
wonderfully described. I recommend this to anyone 11+.  

This book is a must read. Portals, adventure, what more could a good book 
need? Sheila O'Flanagan has crafted a gloriously written masterpiece. I hope 
anyone who reads this loves it as much as I do. 

 

Sam Harper, age 11 

Joe and Kaia’s journey both thrilled and gripped me from the first 
page. Action packed and thought provoking, I loved it!  

When, on the way home from school, Joe is chased by bullies, he suddenly finds 
himself transported to another world. Charra is completely different to Earth, 
full of strange creatures and two warring species; the Carcassians who protect 
themselves with a shield powered by Kerala crystals, and the Kanabians who 
want to destroy them. To power the shield, the Carcassians must place the 
Kerala in the three Lorans but these are found in Kanabia and so 3 Runners are 
assigned to complete this task. They are chosen and trained from childhood but 
they don’t have any choice in the matter and once they have completed their 
missions they must take the Muqi, which kills them. The leaders of the 
Sanctuary are suspicious of Joe but they decide that he will be linked to Kaia, 
one of the Runners. They must work together as a team in order to survive and 
Joe hopes that he can find a portal back to Earth. Kaia and Joe must evade 
Kanabian traps and face many other challenges on their route; poisonous 
caterpillars, a monstrous spider and infiltrating the Kanabian army base. When 
they reach Zwemat an even greater horror awaits them. They find mysterious 
writing on the walls and the dead bodies of previous Runners who had been 
trapped there. But what really happened and what do their strange messages 
mean? Kaia and Joe need to piece together the clues in order to save Carcassia 
but it won't be easy. 

Joe and Kaia’s journey both thrilled and gripped me from the first page. The 
action was exhilarating and I really felt for Joe and Kaia. I wanted them to 
succeed but I felt like something strange was going on which made me ponder 
over each discovery. Action packed and thought provoking. I loved it! 

 

 



 

Beth Urquhart, age 9 

I enjoyed the book the crystal run because it is very adventurous. I 
like the way the characters are described throughout the book. My 
favourite part of the book was at the end where there is a very good cliffhanger. 
My favourite character is Kaia because she is a very good friend but is also 
really sensitive to anything that seems a threat or that she is not used to. I like 
the way it takes Joe, the main and the first character, back to our world near 
the end of the story. I think people who like mysterious and adventurous stories 
would like the book. I also think that the book isn't a book you can really say it's 
not a book boys would like and vice versa.�   

 

Millie Rose, age 12 

This book is so exciting and engrossing that it nearly made me miss 
by bus stop!  I wanted a sequel immediately.  

‘The Crystal Run’ is perfect for adventure and thrill seekers!  Sheila O’Flanagan 
describes everything so vividly.  You feel like you are there and have emotional 
attachment to the characters.   

To be honest, when I read the blurb I thought it would be full of made up names 
and the run would be easy for Joe and Kaia.  The book turned out to be so much 
more than I expected.  It was jam-packed with adventure, excitement and spine-
chills.  At one point, I was so engrossed on a noisy bus that I nearly missed my 
stop! 

The story starts when Joe is running away from the school bullies and lands up 
in a different world.  He ends up joining Kaia on her “crystal run”, so he can 
look for a portal back to earth.  The further they run, the more mysteries they 
discover in the land of Charra.  To find out more, you must read the book 
yourself! 

The only criticism I would have of the book is that the ending is a bit too abrupt 
for me, so I hope there will be a sequel.  I would still give this book five out of 
five and would recommend it to anyone aged 10+. I hope that The Crystal Run 
is the first of many! 

 

James Griffith, age 12 

This enticing modern day fantasy story will suit all readers who love 
adventure whilst you follow Joe and Kaia through Carcassia and 



 

Kanabia. This is one of the best books I've ever read!  

Joe is an ordinary Year 9 boy who is quite lean and gangly. He is also slightly 
hard of hearing making him a target for the two school bullies. One day he is 
being chased when a shimmering metal object obstructs his escape route. Joe 
seems to think it is a wall, runs at it and falls straight through. It is a portal to 
‘The Sanctuary’, a training facility for the Runners. Joe secretly watches an 
initiation to become a runner and watches a girl struggle to dodge spikes 
popping up whilst tied down. Joe intervenes and rescues the girl who is doesn’t 
trust him. However Joe doesn’t understand the language she speaks so she gives 
him a Joq. This shell translates everything Kaia says and Joe realises that she 
thinks he is a spy from Kanabia. Joe tries to explain he is not from this world 
however she calls the guards who lock him up. Joe soon finds out that he now 
has supernatural talents such as very high jumping and escapes. Again he is 
captured and the leader explains their quarrel with the Kanabi and that there is 
a shield guarding them powered by Kerala, the Carcassian’s power source. This 
is why they need the Runners. The Runners annually run to a Loran where they 
will place the Kerala, take the Muqi and die. There is only one major problem, 
there is no way to communicate through the shield and a lot has changed as Joe 
and Kaia soon find out. 

‘The Crystal Run’ is now up there with my favourite books ever because the 
author has left every chapter on a cliff-hanger making me read this book way 
into the night. This book is ideal if you love ‘The Lord of the Rings’ or ‘Harry 
Potter’ or if you just love an adventure! 

 

Ross Dawson, age 12 

An absorbing, exhilarating adventure, guaranteed to appeal to teens 
who enjoy fantasy and intrigue.  

If you're a teenager who enjoys fantasy and adventure, then forget your 
computer games and make sure you get your hands on a copy of this book 
instead! If you love the idea of taking an unusual and unexpected journey and of 
becoming so absorbed you feel you can’t walk away, then join Joe and Kaia on 
their adventure and see for yourself how difficult it is to close this book once 
you’ve opened it… I found the storyline intriguing and the plot and relationship 
between the two main characters thought provoking. Time and again I found 
myself wondering how I would have reacted in Joe and Kaia's position and 
which choices I might have chosen to make when faced with their dilemmas. 
This book was an exhilarating read and it left me desperate for more. I can’t tell 



 

you how much I am looking forward to the next instalment! 

 

Adi Mehta, age 10 

‘The Crystal Run’ is a thoroughly interesting book that I would 
recommend to anyone 9 or over who enjoys dangerous and action 
themed books. As soon as you open the first page you will find yourself drawn 
into a mysterious adventure, side by side with Joe and Kaia as they complete 
the run for their life, for the future of Carcassia… 

Everyone who reads it will enjoy this action packed novel, it is so full of life that 
I was bursting with excitement when I read it. Sheila o Flanagan has expressed 
the emotions so well that I was crying and laughing and feeling part of the 
adventure. 

 

Charlotte Cassidy, age 11 

‘The Crystal Run’ is a heart-pounding book that drew me in to the 
story straight away and left me wanting more.  

Wow, what an exciting book.  As soon as I started reading it I was drawn in to 
the chase and excitement of the story. 

‘The Crystal Run’ is a Sci-fi / adventure book about a teenage boy called Joe 
who finds himself in an alternate dimension after running away from some 
bullies in the street and falling through a portal. 

Joe meets Kaia (a runner) after saving her life while she was training for the 
Crystal Run.  After meeting her he finds that he too has to take part in this test 
of skill and determination. 

Can he succeed or will he find himself in danger of losing all hope of getting 
home? 

I loved every minute that I spent reading this book because it draws you in and 
makes you feel like you are part of the story. 

I would recommend this book to boys and girls aged 11 plus who like all sci-fi 
and adventure type of stories. 

 

Rose Hopkins, age 10 

‘The Crystal Run’ is a book that goes from breath-taking to heart 



 

racing in seconds.  Amidst the warring two cities and the constant threat of 
death and betrayal, there’s a slight flicker of young love.  It’s a classic journey 
tale with danger, unknowns and an aim – 3 actually.  In short, it’s a great 
book. 

 

Alex Hall, age 10  

Joe is an adventurous boy of 12 who finds himself walking through a portal! 
This book was full of drama, emotion and adventure, and sucks you 
into the story making it all seem very believable and real! Joe is an 
adventurous young boy of 12, who finds himself walking through an unknown 
substance which turns out to be a portal! Joe awakens in another planet where 
two huge populations are at war with each other. One side of the war (the 
Carcassians) make a run from their country to a stronghold where the powers 
of the shield can be found. The shield is the thing that stops the Kanabians (their 
enemies) from winning the war. Joe finds himself having to make the run to the 
portal and avoid confrontation. This book was full of drama, emotion and 
adventure, and sucks you into the story making the portal very believable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


